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Recorded history is a finely-woven magic fabric of intricate lies about events predating the sixteenth

century. There is not a single piece of evidence that can be reliably and independently traced back

earlier than the eleventh century. This book details events that are substantiated by hard facts and

logic, and validated by new astronomical research and statistical analysis of ancient sources.
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About 10 years ago, I ploughed through Fomenko's two-volume Kluver set of independent papers

that, taken together, form the outline of the current volume. It was tough going (non-idiomatic

translations, lots of repetition, often written like a mathematical proof). I became instantly

disoriented, thought about it long and hard for years, reviewed the volumes on , and spent bunches

of hours in a local university library following odd leads and trying to see if there was any possibility

that any of Fomenko's theorizing could be grounded in reality.I read Robert Newton's condemnation

of Ptolemy; Anthony Grafton's dissertation on Scaliger (and other writings about Medieval forgeries);

F.F. Arbuthnott's peculiar disquisition (ca. 1900) on English history and the probability that the

further back from Henry VIII you go the less you know (and why the Irish monks who "saved

civilization" may have had other agendas); about Isaac Newton's chronological explorations; about

the inconsistencies in radio-carbon dating; about an odd series of parallel "dark ages" in

circum-Mediterranean cultures ca. 1200-to-800 BCE that can best be explained by positing that the

period in question didn't exist; and a volume about the relatively late evolution of the concept of



"absolute time." Taken together with the astronomical and mathematical data presented by

Fomenko that, to this educated non-scientist, seems eminently plausible, I have pretty much

concluded that there is a lot of room for irregularity in the received chronology of history.This first (of

seven!) volumes of Fomenko's work explains in far better English and more detail what his earlier

papers explicated. It should be approached critically, will be derided and dismissed everywhere

(and is not aided by Fomenko citing Velikovsky as one of the early "fellow travellers" along this

path), but lays out a fascinating possibility that will take more than one reading and a lot of deep

thought to assimilate and form any judgment about.But it gives new lives to the common aphorism

"History is written by the winners," Henry Ford's offhand dictum "History is more or less bunk," and

Napoleon's prescient (?) "History is fable of fiction agreed upon."I suddenly don't look at anything

that happened before the Renaissance with anything like the certitude I once did.

This book presents a wildly radical restructuring of the timeline of world history. It is written by an

outsider to the world of historical scholarship: Fomenko is a non-historian (a renowned

mathematician) and an non-Westerner (from Russia.)Fomenko's theory says, basically, that

everything we are told about history pre-1600 is BS. Ancient history is, according to Fomenko,

based on evidence quote-unquote "discovered" since the 15th century and arranged into a spurious

standard timeline in the 18th century. (In some cases, the evidence was discovered much more

recently: some Eastern religious texts were only uncovered in the 20th century.) Fomenko collates

this evidence to argue that all those ancient chronicles are different versions of events which really

happened roughly between 1000 AD and 1400 AD. The key event in Fomenko's timeline is the life

of Christ (who was born in 1053 AD rather than 6BC, Fomenko believes.) After a relatively

short-lived Eurasian empire disintegrated, each nation made up their own version of the empire's

history, and generally each new version of the story was set farther back into the past than the

previous one. (The newest version is the Hindu Krishna myth which is set about 10,000 years

before the present day.)This is an appealing theory, since it eliminates the various "dark ages"

which blemish the conventional chronology. On the other hand, this is an appalling theory, since it

creates one big dark age extending from the beginning of time till 900 AD or so.The book is

translated from the Russian. There is no index, and the bibliography is rather annoyingly arranged in

the original Russian alphabetical order (so for example, B's and V's are mixed together.) But the

translation is extremely readable, more readable than most historical works originally written in

English.This is the first book in a projected 7-volume set.The online bookstore entries for this

volume rather amusingly show easily history gets mixed up. The translator is someone named



Michael Jagger who is almost certainly not the singer Mick Jagger (whose full name is Michael

Phillip Jagger.) However, some online bookstores do list Mick Jagger as a coauthor. .com says the

translator is someone named Mike Jagupov. This is hard enough to keep straight while the singer is

still alive, and a few decades from now, I am sure that many sources will say that the legendary

Rolling Stones frontman translated this book into English.(I have no idea if Mick Jagger speaks

Russian or not. Although he is an educated man--- an alumnus of the University of London--- one

would assume that he doesn't. Certainly, in all the millions of words which have been written about

him, no one has commented on his knowledge of the Russian language. And, if he actually was the

person who translated this controversial text into English, the book's publishers would presumably

be aggressively advertising that fact.)

You learned history when you were a young lad from someone who learned it from someone

who..... but who started it all?What's wrong with asking this question? Some people would burn Mr.

Fomenko at the stake for saying the Earth isn't flat. I bought this book as a novelty but I ended up

being quite impressed with it. I wouldn't say I'm totally sold on all the crazy ideas Mr. fomenko puts

out but they certainly are more plausable than you might think. He does a thorough job of showing

how early "historians" were really working for the pope. Most were monks with limited resources,

personal and religious agendas, and a willingness to fudge it whenever they didn't know (or like) the

truth. You'll be amazed at how meticulously he presents his evidence that the dark ages were so

dark because they never happened. Your head will probably start to ache when you get to the

section where he analyzes historical timelines statistically (at least mine did). However, the parallels

truly are startling. The first four chapters alone are worth the price of the book. Even if you don't

believe any of it I'm sure you will at least question why we take the foundations of historical

knowledge so seriously without solid justification. There's more to this book than you could know

without actually reading it!
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